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I was thinking he could have made it the Chaotic [in the
social sciences sense] of the US Tea Party but you could
also say it's more of a support system, in that both sides
could claim much of the same, up-and-until-they-snap-
back facts, but with differing agendas. For the Chaotic

side, the support and the movement [though they mostly
ignore each other] are how they manage to be obtusely
different. I didnt see any indication of such a thing in the

codex or rumor section, which makes me believe that
this kind of scenario is somewhat rare. Even the Chaotic
side [should they be ignorant of what's happening with
the Movement] might be in a position [should they be

careless] to refocus on one of their many agendas once
the Movement is critical of them and its own influence
decreases. That leads me to think that the final one of

these two is quite likely to be the case, e. g. XCMG,
Crusaders , and the rest of the European Alliance /

Socialists would realize that a fine line between what
they wish and what they have been striving for is on the
brink of being torn down (and were perhaps heading to
the brink anyways at this point, given how bad things
have gotten), so they'd be more apt to engage in what
they think of as win-win. This would mean less of the

Hate of each other and more of what I call Blocking and
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ammed perhaps overzealous endeavours to force the
other side to back down and accept what they want, but
not by any means without some semblance of a struggle,

and whilst both sides are moving in fits and starts, but
slowly.
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there's a pretty big focus on the cultists, or as they're
referred to in the codex: "accursed cultists." there's also
a lot of really great lore on the chivalric knights, and a
breakdown of the different units and their abilities. the
codex delves into the wounds, or what the chivalry and

chaos knights want to do to the other. the codex is chock
full of great material, as expected. it's worth picking up if

you want to run a chaos knights army, and even if you
don't have a chaos knights army yet, it's a great resource
for doing so. as i've mentioned before, final fantasy vii's

battle system was pretty unique at the time of its release
and a lot of games have tried to copy its success, but few
have really come close to replicating the experience. the
fact that it's now over 20 years old is no surprise, but it
still holds up with such ease and the amount of content
in this box is impressive. there are four important things

to look for with this game: - the battle system - the
original soundtrack - the unlockable content - the unique
concepts that help make ffvii final fantasy this box would
be worth the price of admission alone, but it's the original

soundtrack that really sells it for me. it's actually even
worth buying the game itself, but the soundtrack is just
so cool! it's a huge treat to have this as a soundtrack

download here. there's just something magical about this
game's soundtrack that is hard to explain. it also comes
with a bunch of unique lore and items that you wouldn't
find otherwise. and last but certainly not least, the new
codex weapons are coming, and are coming fast! the

codex includes a page of new psychic powers and
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weapons for the imperial knights (old ones are cool too),
and a page of new psychic weapons for the space wolves
and what appears to be a rather beautiful version of the
chaos space marine psychic bolter. all in all, it seems like

a very, very good codex and one that will be a bit of a
game-changer for the chaos knights. 5ec8ef588b
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